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Something magical happens when people come together to share a mealâ€”and this cookbook,

named for the beloved wooden table in Anna Watson Carl &#39;s childhood kitchen, celebrates that

joy and conviviality. Featuring delicious seasonal recipes just right for feeding the people you love, it

includes everything from Crustless Quiche Lorraine and Pumpkin Spice Pancakes to a Kale Detox

Salad, Roasted Vegetable Ratatouille, and Grilled Skirt Steak with Chimichurri. Enjoy snacks like

Watermelon, Feta, & Mint Skewers; soups and stews, including Three-Bean Turkey Chili;

sandwiches, simple suppers, sweets, and stress-free dinner-party menus. You&#39;ll even find

plenty of vegan, vegetarian, and gluten-free optionsâ€”and wine pairings from award-winning

sommelier Jean-Luc Le DÃ» add the perfect finishing touch.
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Yum! All of the recipes are delicious and easy to make. It's so nice that Anna Watson Carl has

suggested wine pairings for all the recipes--it makes planning a party one step easier. She also

gives entertaining suggestions and tips. It really is the perfect book to buy right before the holiday

season.

The Yellow Table is the perfect resource for delicious, elegant, and deceptively simple meals. The

recipes are sophisticated, but not at all intimidating. Each dish looks magazine-worthy, yet easy and

accessible enough for those of us who aren't incredibly skilled in the kitchen! Anna inspires readers

(even novices like me) to get in the kitchen and make something delicious and healthy (and

sometimes even decadent!). Her tone is warm, inviting, and encouraging. The book itself is elegant



and refined, and it's a true pleasure to sit and slowly savor the gorgeous photography. I'll never

again be bored or stumped about what to cook because The Yellow Table has just the perfect

inspiration.

I've used a ton of recipes from the Yellow Table website and I'm so excited to finally have a physical

book to thumb through! Not only are the recipes easy to understand and impressive looking and

tasting on the table, they also always leave me feeling really good. And, the wine pairings! finally I

can learn a little bit more about different types of wine and they are alllll in a great price range.It's a

well rounded book of recipes- light salads and easy sandwiches for even when you just want to

make something delicious for yourself. And then nice big one pot meals for when you're cooking for

a group. Anna's recipes also give you a sense of her professional training as a chef, while every

step of cooking is do able for the novice cook, the layering of flavors are always a really exciting and

surprising touch *see the rosemary-pecan shortbread bars... YUM. And if you're g-free (I'm not)

there are a ton of great options across the board that are also delicious for the regular gluten eaters.

Literally cannot even tell there is no gluten.Even if you're not a big at home cook- this book is

beautiful and inspiring to look at just the pictures, and will make a really chic addition to your stack

of well curated books in the kitchen.

This is the perfect cookbook for both new and seasoned cooks. The Intro section tells the

captivating store of where it all began for Anna Watson Carl and the table itself. By the first recipe of

the book, readers will feel as if they've been cooking alongside Anna for years. The recipes are

perfect for everyone whether you're throwing a holiday dinner party or eating in for 2 on a Tuesday

night. Also, Signe Birck's food photography is phenomenal. As a reader and developing home cook,

I found the sections on pantry basics and how to facilitate memorable gatherings extremely helpful.

This is definitely a cookbook that will get splashes of olive oil on the pages from frequent use.

I just ordered ten of these cookbooks. (Thatâ€™s not hyperbole, I actually just ordered ten.) My wife

and I are now giving these books away as wedding gifts, so I decided to just stock up because we

always find ourselves 11 months and 364 days late delivering wedding gifts. We love cooking. We

luuuuuurv cooking. We have lots and lotz and lotses of cookbooks, and this one is our absolute

favorite. Weâ€™ve been annoyed by so many cookbooks (â€œSeriously, ya call that enough salt,

people!â€•), but this one has been nailing it every time. After about the fifth recipe that we cooked

out of here (that we luuurrrrrvvved), we just decided to go Julie and Julia all up in this



cookbookâ€™s face and cook through the whole freakinâ€™ thing. Itâ€™ll take some time (some

yummy, savory, happy, delicious time), but weâ€™ll get thereâ€¦ someoneâ€™s gotta do it.Did I

mention that this book is an excellent wedding gift!?! Oh yeah, I did. But, for real, awesome wedding

giftâ€¦ all you gotta do is write a note in the front of the book about having a date together, turning on

some music, opening a bottle of wineâ€¦ yada yada yadaâ€¦ perfect married night. Perfect wedding

gift. There you go. Youâ€™re welcome.

There are so many recipe gems in this cookbook! Easy enough for a weeknight meal, but elegant

enough for company - my favorite type of dishes! I love how each chapter is broken up into seasons

in the recipe list so you can brown that way. Anna Watson Carl is such an accessible hostess, I'm

sure you will love joining around her Yellow Table!

This is an absolutely gorgeous book! The photos are gorgeous and every page makes me want to

say "OOooo! I want to try making that!"The recipes are very good. Most are not too confusing or

difficult. I did not feel like I needed to be a gourmet chef to pull them off. The ones that i have tried,

have turned out very well and given me confidence to use these for a dinner party or guests.If you

have an area in your home or in your kitchen to display some cook books, this is a good one to

display. It could double as a coffee table book. Truly the photos and layout of the food are that

good!Here is how I use the Star-Rating system;1 star = Hate the product- Don't waste your money.

Trying to get a refund.2 star = Dislike the product- would not buy it again.3 star = Indifferent- Neither

like or dislike the product. Probably not going to recommend to a friend.4 star = Like product. Would

recommend.5 star = LOVE the product. If you want a product, buy this one!
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